
Director of the Artificial Laboratory in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Professot Patrick Winston 
 
Dear Patrick: 
 
It was really bad news – the greatest scientist and outstanding person Marvin Minsky has left us. 
 
We are very sorry indeed. 
 
We know how high he was positioned in the West. But we would like to stress that his creative 
books and ideas were very influential in Russia as well. 
 
His books and papers were very famous among Russian expert and students. I am proud to 
mention that I have translated his books about frames and about neural perceptrons. These books 
were published in the best our editorial house called МИР (WORLD). Actually his book on 
frame theory was translated into Russian even twice as it was very popular. 
 
I think it would be impossible to find a PhD in Russia where Marvin Minsky was not referenced 
as the great master of Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Now when he is no more with us, I vividly remember my visit to his home after the IJCAI 
conference in Boston. In my memory I keep his big room fool of various machines, many pianos 
with the scores opened and the really huge adjustable wrench on his wall.  
 
Especially I would like to mention a TV film that I had once. This film showed that Marvin 
Minsky and John McCarthy flew to Europe to support personally Donald Micky in his difficult 
debate with his opponents that tried to stop penetration AI to Europe. I demonstrated this film in 
a big gathering of Russian Academicians and it was applauded. 
 
Maybe one of the latest scientific result by Prof. Minsky was related to the Problem of 
Creativity. It was described in the probably latest Web publication by Prof. John McCarthy. 
 
I think CREATIVITY was Professor Marvin Minsky main feature. 
 
Dear Patrick, please convey our greatest sympathy to his relatives. 
 
Russian scientists will always remember the most remarkable person of our time  
Professor Marvin Minsky. 
 
Prof. Vadim Stefanuk, 
Institute for Information Transmission Problems of Russian Academy of Science, 
Vice-President of Russian Association for Artificial Intelligence, 
Fellow of European Coordinating Committee for Artificial Intelligence. 
 


